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INTRODUCTION

• What’s new? (apart from me!)
• Occupiers’ Liability & Trespassers
• What do you need to know?
• FAQs
• Discussion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Deal with four cases of interest to all of usOccupiers’ Liability and requirements but useful dicta from the courtsStress the importance of use of documentation
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THE ESSENTIALS

• Documentation, documentation, documentation!
• Risk Assessments
• Relevant documents
• Contemporaneous information
• Witness details and statements
• Photographs and plans

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am aware always say this every time I am asked to speak but crucial!Happy to advise on what is great in terms of documents and what you are required to maintain and what we need in support of any defenceCite relevance in recent AIM cases – Laustsen and LavertyFirst case is a little odd and perhaps a lucky escape!
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THE IMPORTANCE OF RISK 
ASSESSMENTS!

• Stewart v Lewisham and Greenwich NHS 
Trust [2007] EWCA Civ 2091

• Midwife case involving a lifting injury
• No detailed risk assessment
• The effect of this on the ability to defend
• Court of Appeal decision
• What does this mean for you?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Midwife; suffered back injury lifting oxygen box; weighed 8kg; no handle; no risk assessment on how it should be carried.  Degenerative back condition existed.specifically alleged that lifting the oxygen box was a hazardous operation that required the defendant to carry out a risk assessment under the Manual Handling Operations Regulations 1992.At first instance, the recorder held that the failure to carry out a risk assessment did not amount to a breach of the regulations and liability could not attach to the defendant.  Appealed on basis that Judge had incorrectly assessed no real risk of injury so no need for a RA.Court of Appeal dismissed the appeal – Judge had properly considered all the facts, the weight, the method and risks; held insufficient risks for normal person.What does this mean for you? Still do a RA!!!  Decision would have been very different had the court decided that one was required.  Protect selves with all Ras.
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OCCUPIERS’ LIABILITY -1

• The extent to which the defendant, when carrying 
out a beneficial service to the local community, was 
required to have systems in place to keep visitors 
reasonably safe.

• Dingle v Cleves Academy Trust, Staines County 
Court, (District Judge McCullough), 27-29 November 
2017

• The facts
• The system
• The duty of care
• The decision
• What this means for you as an occupier

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The court assessed the extent in which the defendant, when carrying out a beneficial service to the local community, was required to have systems in place to keep visitors reasonably safe.Facts: def was school hiring out sports hall; cl slipped on water and sustained a nasty knee injury requiring several operations.  Huge claim as self employed builder!  Cl sued on basis def should have inspected between hirers; def denied this was reasonable (would have cost an additional £46 for the caretaker to come in), and would have made it uneconomical and unviable and would have been withdrawn from community use.  T&Cs obliged users to clean up after use for next users.  Def denied liability and alleged water left by cl’s group;  system of inspection was reasonable; conditions of hire obliged users to keep clean and check at end of their sessions for next people; claim dismissed/Court held that water came from cl’s group; an inspection in between would not have prevented this incident; too onerous and expensive to have additional inspections.What does this mean for you?  Court upheld need for desirable sporting activities; promoted and encouraged fitness in the local community at an inexpensive price; v important decision for those occupiers whose activities fall under ambit of the Compensation Act;  case specific but here relied on users to adhere to the rules re food and drink and ensuring they cleaned up after themselves.
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COOK V SWANSEA 
CITY COUNCIL 
(2017)
Icy public car park which was 
unmanned.

Reactive system was held to be 
adequate to discharge the duty of 
care.

“it would be unreasonable to 
impose a duty on them to grit 
unmanned car parks whenever icy 
conditions were reported for that 
day”

No previous incidents or reports.

Responsibility on the public to take 
care in adverse conditions too.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Worst of winter months behind us; case demonstrates a sensible approach about not placing unrealistic burdens on local authorities; possibly with a financial concern about budgets and deployment of funds08.12.12 cl slipped in council owned and maintained car park on ice.  24 hour operation; one of 46 car parks; unmanned; ticket machine; weather indicated freezing conditions for previous days; highways gritted but not car parks.  Alleged breach of s2 OLA to ensure reasonable safety of visitor to the car park.  Held: reactive response was suitable and justified; no previous accidents/incidents or complaints;  claim dismissed.Appealed and decision upheld.  Too onerous to grit just because it was icy; balancing act between likelihood of person being injured and social value of the activity and cost of preventative measures.  Icy conditions were common annually and persons were expected to watch out and take care.  Case of Tomlinson followed that no duty to guard & protect visitors against obvious risks.What does this mean for you?  Importance of social value of the activity.  Here financial implications would have caused car parks to have closed rather than having to grit all; more desirable that had this facility for the public.  Risks inherent but obvious and standard activity to walk so for people to take care.The Court of Appeal stated that this was not a case where proof of the circumstances of the accident must lead to the conclusion that something had gone wrong. Also, just because there was ice on the floor did not mean that there were failings on the part of the defendant. Warning:  Case specific!  Slightly unusual decision and different had it been manned/supervised.
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TRESPASSERS!

• Spearman (a protected party proceeding by his 
brother and litigation friend) v Royal United Bath 
Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust [2017] EWHC 
3027 (QB)

• The law on trespassers
• State of mind
• Meaning of “trespasser”
• Duty of care
• What this means for you

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Claimant had brain injury in 1987; developed personality change and phobia of hospitals; diabetic and frequent hypoglycaemic attacks; attack in 2011 led to hospital admission.The claimant went through an unsecured fire door which led to a flat roof. The flat roof had safety fencing surrounding it on all sides, which measured approximately 1.4 metres in height. On the flat roof there were some benches and plastic chairs that had been used when staff went onto the roof during the summer months.It was accepted by the parties that the claimant was in a confused state of mind and had a phobia of hospitals and that he had used the furniture that was on the roof to climb over the safety fencing and fell into the courtyard below.  Suffered severe brain injury and multiple fracturesIssue raised by the defence was, was he a trespasser?  Duty on an occupier is far lower and burden shifts if person is a trespasser.Court looked at all the facts; held that meaning of “trespasser” related not only to the locus and if this was an authorised place, but also to the person’s state of mind.Extending the meaning.  Result here was that held not a trespasser.  Evidence that claimant had thought he needed to go upstairs to exit the hospital; was in a confused state; had not deliberately entered a restricted area.  Held that breached reasonable duty was failed to secure the door and remove the chairs which amounted to a means to climb over the barrier.No RA on risk of vulnerable patients being able to access and expose selves to harm.  Higher standard applied given vulnerable nature of patients.  Accident could have been prevented at low cost by alarming door and removing furniture.What does this mean for you?  If deal with vulnerable persons be more aware of restricted areas and ensure cannot access easily.  RA essential!!  Identifies all risks and can then be actioned to prevent accidents.
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QUESTIONS???
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